Iberinform acquires an 80% share in Ignios
Madrid September 29, Iberinform acquired an 80% share in Ignios and its subsidiary Gestifatura.
The remaining 20% of the Ignios shares are owned by Vèrtice Fronteira SGPS.
Created in 1947, Ignios was the first company to offer commercial and financial information in
Portugal providing services to more than 8,000 users. Ignios, which has been for many years the
source of information in Portugal for Iberinform, has a physical presence in Lisbon and Oporto. Its
subsidiary Gestifatura is specialised in the recovery of domestic and international corporate debt, and
has over 20 years of experience in the Portuguese market.
This operation, after years of partnership, will allow Iberinform and Ignios to consolidate a powerful
range of products and services in the Iberian market and strengthen their technical capabilities. Both
companies have an aligned vision about the value and use of information and information technology.
Together they can incorporate more focused and aligned strategies to harness and share vast
amounts of data to help our customers grow.
Iberinform is the information services company of Credito y Caucion, the primary credit insurance
company of Atradius in Spain, Portugal and Brazil.
About Atradius:
Atradius provides trade credit insurance, surety and collections services worldwide through a strategic
presence in 50 countries. Atradius has access to credit information on 200 million companies
worldwide. Its credit insurance, bonding and collections products help protect companies throughout
the world from payment risks associated with selling products and services on trade credit. Atradius
forms part of Grupo Catalana Occidente (GCO.MC), one of the leading insurers in Spain and
worldwide in credit insurance.
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